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The aim of the study is to provide information about
aging and the need for services among persons with
Marfan syndrome. Health and welfare service providers
need research based knowledge to offer this new category of elderly multidisciplinary help and counselling
along the life course. There is a lack of knowledge about
aging among people with a rare diagnosis and how they
manage their disability in daily life during the life
course. Advances in medical treatment have greatly
improved the outcomes for persons with rare diagnoses,
among others persons with Marfan syndrome. Many
now reach an advanced age.
Marfan syndrome may not cause any recognisable
impairment, but aging and increasing health problems
create challenging situations in daily life. Information
about the condition via patient organisations or centres
with special competence is important for daily life,
health condition, self image and identity. Norway has a
special model with 16 national centres for rare diseases,
supporting better quality of life. But there is little
knowledge about the ageing processes.

Results

The findings show the importance of having a «normal»
life course, work and activities. For persons with Marfan
syndrome biological and physiological changes which
originate from the disorder play together with physical
changes connected to ageing. The patient organisation
and the national centre help the person managing challenges in daily life and the health situation in many
ways. The study reveals the difficult balancing needed to
function «normally» and at the same time accepting the
diagnosis and its life course consequences.
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Methods

Qualitative group interview with eight persons who have
Marfan syndrome and qualitative in-depth interviews
with ten persons having Marfan syndrome (>40 years of
age) are transcribed. Life course experiences are analysed with a focus on the need for information, the
impact of participation in patient organisations and support from the centres.
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